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Abstract— Agriculture is the backbone of our country, there 

is a need for the implementation of advanced technology in 

agriculture. In this paper we propose solar powered automatic 

irrigation system which drives water from the water source as 

soon as the moisture content in soil falls below the threshold 

level and once threshold level is reached the motor drives off 

automatically using ATmega 328P-PU.This system 

conserves electricity by reducing the usage of grid power and 

conserves water by reducing water losses.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Advantage of using new Technology is to decrease 

human interference, time and outlay. In agriculture, farmers 

would like a technology with the low value. Solar power is 

that the most Extensive Supply of Energy and might be used 

because the answer for today’s energy Crisis. Electrical 

Phenomenon generation is that the economical approach for 

Victimization solar power. Star cells area unit employed in 

street lights, area vehicles like satellites and telescopes. The 

value of cell is decreasing attributable to its large applications 

of lack of rain, irrigation has got its own importance. 

Irrigation refers to the method by that water is equipped by 

artificial means to the land. Its Inadequacies area unit the 

foremost powerful constraints on the rise of agricultural 

production. Main purpose is to feature wet to the soil and 

supply needed quantity of water to sure plants. There comes 

our project “solar steam-powered Automatic Irrigation”. 

star is renewable supply of energy and majority of the 

world’s electricity provide is generated from fossi fuels like 

coal , oil and gass, that area unit overpriced lately. Solar 

power is sensitive to surroundings, clean and requiring no 

maintenance another renewable energy supply. Today 

completely different irrigation systems area 

unit accustomed cut back the dependency of rain and 

principally the present irrigation systems area unit driven by 

electrical power and manually ON/OFF programing 

controlled. Farmers typically management 

electrical motors perceptive the soil, crop and weather by 

visiting the sites. These manually controlled irrigation 

systems cannot guarantee correct water within the web 

site. Because of the dearth of electricity and management 

within the manually dominant systems, typically their fields 

become dry and typically flooded with excess water. These 

unplanned and manually controlled irrigation systems 

additionally cause of major quality of water of water waste. 

Thus there’s a desire for associate automatic irrigation 

system. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In GSM based Automated Irrigation Control using Rain gun 

Irrigation System, system is automated ATmega328P-PU 

based rain gun irrigation system. The conventional power 

supply is used to run the whole automated system which is 

less efficient and more costly compared to the solar power 

based system in long run [1].  In Automated Wireless 

Watering System (AWWS) [2], the system is facilitated by 

providing PC control and mobile control for monitoring and 

controlling watering activity.  Two modes of operation are 

there manual and automatic. Again the power supply used to 

run the whole system is conventional and thus less 

economical. In Solar Powered Smart Irrigation System [3], 

the solar energy from solar panels is utilized to pump water 

automatically from bore well directly into a ground level 

storage tank. Apart from the conventional techniques, the 

system makes efficient use of renewable energy. In Smart 

Irrigation System Autonomous Monitoring and Controlling 

of Water Pump by Using Photovoltaic Energy [4], the power 

supply for whole system is taken from renewable 

photovoltaic cells energy; it reduces the cost of power. The 

water supply, temperature and pH value of the soil are 

monitored autonomously. The water level in fields is sensed 

by using floating ball sensor and the pH value by using pH 

sensor. In Modern Solar Powered Irrigation System by Using 

ARM [5]. The farmer sends a text message via mobile phone 

so as to check the level of water storage tank and condition of 

moisture in filed. If task is complete then GSM module sends 

the message, “watering is complete” to the user. If the task is 

not complete then GSM module sends the message, “watering 

not completed”. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

The block diagram of proposed model is illustrated in 

Figure.1. As the agriculture land is of several hectares the 

sensors are placed in different areas. The moisture sensor 

detects the moisture level in different places and depending 

on the condition of the soil it sends the signal to the 

ATmega328P-PU whether to run the motor or not. Also the 

moisture level in the soil will be displayed on the LCD. The 

solar energy is stored in the battery. Sensors, ATmega328P-

PU and motor are driven using this energy. 

 

IV. SOLAR ENERGY 

Solar energy area unit economical enough to create a 

distinction. Since solar power area unit created from a 

renewable energy supply, any quality of energy create area 

unit useful to individuals and atmosphere to  maximize the 
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potency of solar power, several researchers are rising potency 

of star panels, the devices that collect the sun’s energy to be 

used. Enhancements are created by optimizing producing 

techniques and mistreatment higher quality. Its several 

benefits like non-polluting, low, maintenance, 

straightforward installation long lasting star cell and it are 

offen employed in remote locations additionally. 

A. System Description and Working 

Here we have a tendency to square measure employing a 

20volt electrical device that has connected to a charge 

controller. A charge controller, or change regulator has 

essentially a voltage or current regulator stay batteries from 

overcharging. It regulates the voltage and current coming 

back from the star panels reaching to the batteries. Most 

“12volt” panels place out regarding sixteen to twenty volt. 

Therefore if there’s no regulation the batteries shall be broken 

from over changing. Device incorporates a device that 

measure physical amount and converts. It to a symbol that 

may be browse by user or another device. Here we have got 

exploitation wetness device to observe the wetness level with 

in the soil. Two metal plates like A and B square measure 

accustomed type of sensor at wherever 5V DC power is 

hooked up with plate A, and plate B has connected with a 

ATmega328P-PU. Ordinarily plate A and plate B have 

isolated from one another and no voltage signal passes to the 

ATmega328P-PU. Once the water fills the gap the metal 

plates A and B gets association and voltage signal passes to 

the ATmega328P-PU. In other style if the wetness level is 

below the edge price the ATmega328P-PU can mechanically 

begin the pump through AC interface that typically consists 

of a relay. A relay is Associate in nursing magnetic force 

switch operated by a comparatively little Electrical 

phenomenon that may activate or off a far larger electrical 

phenomenon. Here it’s operated by the ATmega328P-PU and 

is employed to regulated the pump. The pump can stay 

switched ON till the water level reaches to the edge price. 

Once the edge price is reached the ATmega328P-PU can 

build the pump to be shifted. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the present day especially farmers are facing major 

problem in watering their agriculture fields, it’s because they 

have no proper idea about when the power is available so that 

they can pump water. Even after then they need to wait until 

the field is properly watered, which makes them to stop doing 

other activities. Here is an idea which helps farmers even for 

the gardening also, which also sense the soil moisture and 

switches the pump automatically when the power is ON. This 

project paper contains five chapters including this conclusion 

and recommendation. In the first chapter we discussed 

generally about the introductory part of the project including 

its background, the project objective, and its scope as well as 

problem statement and the solution we found for the problem. 

In the second chapter we dealt the theory of each device we 

used to do this project, and the third chapter deals general 

about the methodology and the systems block diagram 

including their circuitry system. In the fourth chapter we dealt 

about application and future scope of our project. Finally in 

the fifth chapters we dealt about conclusion and references of 

the project.The project accuracy is limited by the lack of the 

efficiency of the circuit components and other ambient 

constraints. We basically use PIC16F877A Microcontroller 

to apply what we have learned in introduction to embedded 

system.We hope that if the design is applied there will be 

tremendous of cost reduction for agricultural sectors such as 

horticulture, flower centers, and etc. and in the domestic 

grading and greenhouses. The other advantage is that other 

control operations can be included in the future as the 

Microcontroller control is flexible. 
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